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“ One should not ignore the original style in which Marathi poetry has been written through

the ages ” said Dattaprasad Jog; “ Marathi poetry has a rich ancestry that dates back to more

than a thousand years” elaborated Paresh Naik at 'Jave Kavitanchya Gawa', an exclusive

Marathi poetry session; a Curtain Raiser Programme of the Goa Arts & Literary Festival,

held recently at The International Centre Goa, Donapaula.

In the recent past, both these award-winning, young Marathi poets have represented Goa at

Poetry Festivals such as Shekoti Sahitya Sanmelan, Bilwadal Sahitya Sanmelan, Akhil

Gomantakiy Marathi Sahitya Sanmelan and Yuva Sahitya Sanmelan in Maharashtra and

Gujarat. With over a decade of experience in the field of poetry, Paresh Naik has even

published two books:"Mukhawatya aadcha mi" and "Prajakta - parimal  bhavanancha".

They said that the main aim behind this programme is to create awareness about the history

and origins of Marathi poetry, besides also to educate and motivate young poets so that they

adopt this original style into their compositions. Their primary focus was on 'The

Vruttabadhha ' style wherein due importance is given to lenght and rhythm which is often

ignored by poets today. They have to understand that poetry has to be brief enough to express

a point across and should not be elaborated into an essay; where its mere definition and

objective is lost. 

Dattaprasad began by praising the great poets who wrote poems with only one aim, that is so

that the future generation finds joy and guidance through their work. With a brief description

on the origins of Marathi poetry, tracing it to more than a thousand years ago, they then

discussed in detail, evolution and development of  poetry styles are  such as ' Ovi' written by

Sant Dnyaneshwar and  'Abanga' written by Sant Tukaram. They then elaborated on styles

used by common man such as ' Lawni ', ' Bharud ' and ' Gondhal' and other types of poetry

like ' Charoli', ' Pacholi', ' Triveni', 'Vatratika' and 'Vidamban'. “ Like this there are atleast

900 odd formats in which Marathi poetry is written; this is what makes it so rich and this is a

reason that should make the fraternity truly proud” emphasized Dattaprasad.

Paresh Naik explained the history of Ghazals, how, although they originated in Persia, they

evolved in Urdu and interestingly developed extensively in Marathi to a great degree. Both

recited their self-composed Ghazals and other poems to an engrossed audience.  

They then concluded with the significant observation, that today's poets use 'Mukt Chanda' or

Free Style in their compositions, although it is equally important, the true essence lies in the

original style in which Marathi poetry was developed and written, one should know how to

demarcate between ‘Gadya’(essay) and ‘Padya’(poetry) so as to appeal to their readers. 
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